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THE OPERATING BEHAVIOUR OF UNBALANCED, UNPACED MERGING
ASSEMBLY LINES

Tom McNamara1 , Sabry Shaaban2 Abdelkader Sbihi3,∗ and Zouhair Laarraf4
Abstract. Unbalanced assembly line research has grown in importance because of its increasing
applications in emerging economies, reverse logistics and remanufacturing. This paper examines the
performance of numerous simulated patterns for reliable unbalanced manual merging assembly lines.
The contribution of this study to the literature is that imbalance does not always negatively impact efficiency and that it can improve merging line performance when compared to a corresponding balanced
merging line. The best performance was found to be a balanced line configuration and a monotone decreasing order for both parallel merging lines, with the former generally resulting in a lower throughput
and the latter resulting in a lower average buffer level than that of a balanced line.
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1. Introduction
Production lines have existed since the introduction of craft systems in the pre-industrial world and yet they
continue to develop and evolve even in today’s advanced manufacturing methods [12].
Unpaced merging lines are probabilistic queuing systems in series. With no form of mechanical pacing,
operators along the line can work at their own pace. Inventories of work-in-process (WIP) are stored in buffers
between stations. A typical merging assembly line with parallel work stations, buffers and a final merge or
assembly station is shown in Figure 1.
Non-automated unpaced assembly lines are widespread in less developed economies, remanufacturing and
reverse logistics. Given the trend towards outsourcing of production to developing countries, this study has
global implications. Additionally, especially in remanufacturing and reverse logistics, demand and supply are
different from those typically found in classical manufacturing [15, 20].
Remanufacturing supply, in contrast to traditional manufacturing, does not usually provide reliable volumes
of standard and uniform quality products. Unlike in traditional manufacturing’s long-term planning, these
assembly lines may be set up for minimal time periods to seize upon short-term demand bursts, and then
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Figure 1. An assembly line with five parallel stations, buffers and a merge station.
disassembled, thus augmenting process variability [27]. The explosive growth in remanufacturing and reverse
logistics, underlines the global importance of research on unbalanced, unpaced assembly lines are reinforced,
which emphasizes the contribution of this work.
In unpaced lines, there is a greater likelihood of differing worker speeds since station operators can vary their
speeds depending on their physical capacity, motivation level, task complexity, or an uneven distribution of
work along the line. Differences in mean operation times (MTs) lead to blocking and starving along the line
with impacts on average buffer level (ABL) and throughput (TR) [55]. Consequently, the allocation of operators
along the line needs to be taken into account in order to achieve improved performance.
Simulation has been used extensively to evaluate various assembly line configurations [10,26,44]. In the configurations studied here, results suggest that imbalance does not necessarily lead to deterioration in performance,
and in many cases can enhance efficiency in merge lines when compared to a corresponding balanced merging
line. This raises questions about the ideal of a notionally balanced line providing exemplary performance and
contributes to the current literature on unbalanced lines.
One can also notice that discrete-event simulation is an effective modeling tool that can be applied to an
exploratory research setting to deal with stochastic systems. It allows the researcher to conduct a variety of
experiments by manipulating the system’s parameters to study the effect of certain variables on the system,
and is well-suited to the setting [59].
The remaining structure of the article is as follows. First we provide a brief literature. Then we present research
motivation and study objectives. Subsequent sections discuss the methodology and design of experiments and
provide simulation results and analysis. The outcomes are summarised and discussed in the last two sections,
with future research directions suggested.

2. Literature review
Early research on unbalanced mean times suggested that if stations with higher average working times were
placed at both ends of a single serial line could result in higher throughput (TR) than that of a balanced
line. This was termed the“bowl phenomenon” by Hillier and Boling [25]. Since then, the phenomenon has
been repeatedly retested, and results have been mixed. More recent studies have concentrated on patterns of
imbalance rather than solely on the bowl phenomenon [11, 24, 27, 32, 41, 45, 55].
In an early simulation comparison study between a system of two parallel serial lines versus another with an
equal number of stages, where each stage has two stations that merge, Moberly and Wyman [46] found that
both systems were unreliable with normally distributed work times and that the performance of the merging
stations system was better than that of a parallel serial line.
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Maani and Hogg [42] developed a simulation model to assess the performance of merging lines with stochastic
processing times, in order to balance them. Liu and Buzacott [40] proposed a method to predict the performance
of unreliable assembly merging line systems with unequal cycle times, using an assembly stage fed by two or
more stages. Building on this, Baker et al. [4] studied merging assembly systems and found that – pull – systems
had lower average output than – push – mode.
In a latter study, Baker et al. [5] investigated a three-station merging system composed of two feeders and
one assembly station. Interestingly, they found that an unbalanced configuration was optimal, and that TR
remained stable if the assembly station work allocation ranges from 0.42 from 1. Their simulations of longer
two-station feeder lines showed lower overall TR enhancement and better TR results from unbalanced systems
than from a balanced counterpart system.
Bhatnagar and Chandra [6] also employed simulation to investigate assembly systems with three stations.
They obtained higher improvements in TR from increasing the production rate (decreasing the operation times)
of individual stations than those from increasing buffer capacities (BCs).
Baker and Powell [3] went on to present an efficient approximation method for generating the output of a
simple assembly system with three stations and random unequal service times. Several years later, Powell and
Pyke [49] took this research stream further by offering general guidelines for the effective allocation of buffers
in unbalanced assembly systems with random service times.
Magazine and Stecke [43] suggested that unbalanced feeder stations in a merging line can perform as good
as, or even better than, a balanced system. The objective of their study was to determine how best to allocate
service capacity in lines with 2 or 3 workstations, split into parallel servers, to maximize TR. Several conclusions
from this study are worth highlighting. First, for fixed resources they stated that the – symmetrical allocation’
property holds, i.e. allocating more servers to the middle station and having equal numbers of parallel servers
on stations 1 and 3. To keep TR optimal in cases where imbalance becomes very severe, they recommended
that a server is added to the first and third stations and one is removed from the middle station. Second, they
observed that the – bowl phenomenon – holds true for any parameter set that maximizes TR. Finally, they also
noted that a bowl-shaped severe imbalance is possible in such parallel operators than in a serial transfer line.
In a subsequent paper, Jeong and Kim [29] developed an approximation procedure for measuring the performance of unreliable merging assembly/disassembly lines, with exponential failure, repair and service rates.
Jeong and Kim [30] went on to study buffered production systems with feeder stations merging into an assembly
station. They suggested heuristics to determine the configuration which would achieve a minimal-cost TR.
Complementary work includes Futamura’s investigation [17] of optimal distribution of servers to serial queueing networks with unbalanced service time means (MTs), coefficients of variation (CVs) and buffer capacities
(BCs), which showed a general interaction between the number of servers at the stations and operation time
distribution’s CV, and that the optimal pattern is possible to predict.
Tan [58] studied an unreliable merging system with two stations in parallel and different service rates that
feed into a common buffer, which in turn feeds an assembly station. He developed a decomposition approach
for determining the expected buffer levels and production rate. That same year, Patchong and Willaeys [47]
developed a modeling methodology for parallel flow lines in tandem. The aim was to generate equivalent parameters for sets of parallel machines. They maintained that their methodology is applicable to lines with various
unreliability conditions and operation times for diagnosis of TR or average buffer level performance.
Research in this field progressed with a study by Rekhi et al. [51] into unbuffered stochastic production
systems where an assembly station was fed directly by multiple component stations. They used simulation to
study systems comprised of up to 40 component stations. Results indicated that an increase in the number of
component stations in a system would lead to an increase in the TR of that system.
Sabuncuoglu et al. [53] used simulation to study the effects of design factors (such as number of stations,
processing times and variability) on TR and variability of inter-departure times in assembly systems. They
generated improved guidelines for more efficient production systems design.
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Leung and Lai [38] developed a plan for the installation of parallel stations to improve cycle times as compared
to simple assembly systems. They found that off-line parallel systems were most effective to decrease buffer
requirements and sensitivity to MT and CV imbalances, compared to tunnel-gated and on-line systems.
In a work by Gökçen et al. [18], the authors maintained that balancing merging lines produces superior
performance. Abu Qudeiri et al. [1] presented an algorithm to find the optimal design for serial parallel assembly
lines with unequal BCs and with workstations that had different machine numbers and types. By applying their
algorithm to a parallel line system with five machines in each line, they found that this led to an increase in
production efficiency from 80% to 85%.
Grosfeld-Nir and Ben-Zvi [19] developed heuristics to analyse several systems, including merging lines, with
respect to costs under tight demand conditions. Control limits were set to assure processed lots at stations are
not too small (resulting in high costs), or too large (leading to undesirable surplus). They concluded that by
solving a finite set of linear equations, expected costs can be computed for any multistage system.
Complementing that work, Jia et al. [31] investigated the transient behavior of assembly systems with unreliable merging lines in series, Bernoulli machines, and finite BCs. They derived formulas to measure TR, WIP, as
well as individual station blocking and starving probabilities. This resulted in the development of an analytical
procedure to bigger and complex assembly systems with assembly/merge stations and multiple feeder lines).
Using simulation and genetic algorithm, Tiacci [60] examined a mixed-model line with parallel workstations
and stochastic service times. He simultaneously studied the balancing and buffer allocation problems by varying
individual stations’ work assignments and buffer capacities. His results indicated that buffer usage can improve
TR even when a unit buffer space cost was considered.
Recently, Yegul et al. [63] studied a real complex manufacturing system using a simulation-optimisation
approach. Their research focused on maximising the manufacturing system’s profit by optimising the mean
speed (MT), number of parallel machines, buffer sizes, and allocation of workers to some stations, while taking
into account stochastic setup, processing, durations of mean-time-to-failure & mean-time-to-repair, and costs of
labour, machine investments and inventory holding. They suggested that the most important elements in the
system’s profit function are the numbers of machines and workers in a subset of stations.
In the paper by Shaaban et al. [56], the authos studied the performance of unpaced reliable merging lines
with varying line lengths, mean buffer capacities and uneven buffer allocation configurations. They found that
higher TR and lower ABL, as compared to a balanced merging line counterpart, were respectively achieved with
as even allocation of total available buffer capacity as possible, and with a higher buffer capacity concentration
towards the end of the line.
More recently, Romero-Silva and Shaaban [52] simulated unpaced, unreliable merging lines, with various
buffer sizes, number of stations, degrees of imbalance and patterns of unbalanced MT and BC allocations. For
MT imbalance, it was reported that higher values of TR were achieved from an inverted bowl shape, or a
descending order, as compared to a balanced merging line counterpart. With respect to ABL, the best pattern
turned out to be a monotone decreasing order regarding MT and a monotone increasing arrangement for BC
allocation. Furthermore, when considering a profit function for unreliable lines, it was indicated that the best
performing patterns are identical to those pertaining to ABL above, even for very low inventory carrying costs.
Many industries contain assembly lines that include the components under study here, and the apparel
industry is an exemplar. Much clothing manufacturing occurs in less developed countries for export, is labour
intensive and manual, and results in stochastic (variable) line behavior [14, 21]. Theoretically, if each garment
is worked on in a predetermined order, with no two operators processing the same work piece at the same time,
no balancing problems should arise [8]. But in actual practice, this is rarely the case.
Much of the literature dealing with apparel assembly lines uses simulation and analytical mathematical
investigations to improve performance. Common complexity issues addressed via simulation and analytical
studies include various levels of automation versus line balance/ imbalance, manual work, machine reliability,
material starving, line configurations (e.g. push, Kanban, modular), scheduling, and work station placement.
Apparel specific simulation studies on assembly lines have been undertaken over the previous decades and
include initial works by Cocks and Harlock [9] and Fozzard et al. [16]. These works were extended by Zielinski
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and Czacherska [64], Kalaoğlu and Saricam [33] and Güner and Ünal [22], while more recent simulation-based
work has included research by Bahadir [2], Rahman et al. [50] and Kayar and Akalin [34, 35].
As shown, merging assembly line research continues to advance, although it has historically done so mostly
with a focus on the development of mathematical models. This study uses simulation and statistical analysis
to investigate if unbalancing parallel workstations’ MTs could yield better results than the use of a fixed line
MT rate. It also examines if various parallel workstation MT patterns impact performance and how imbalance
degree, pattern of MT imbalance, buffer capacity, and line length affect merging line performance. Results will
apply across many industries, and to help illuminate application, we focus on lines in the apparel industry,
which provides a common context for imbalanced, unpaced, and merging assembly lines.
It is hoped that this research contributes a novel perspective and contrasts with previous research using
predominantly mathematically modelled assembly line behaviour.

3. Motivation and objectives
The contribution of this study, which is applicable to developing economies, remanufacturing and reverse
logistics, is two-fold.
First, substantial capital and other resources are invested on merging assembly lines’ design, installation,
operation, and maintenance. Even slight inventory cost reductions or efficiency enhancement can lead to big
savings over the lifespan of a line.
Second, achieving a balanced MT merging line is unrealistic, particularly in the global context of outsourcing
to countries with low labour costs. According to the World Trade Organization (WTO), India is the third largest
clothing exporter (WTO, 2014) accounting for $16.8B (US) of trade and experiencing 23% market growth
from 2012 to 2013. Turkey, Bangladesh, and Vietnam follow closely as apparel exporters. Continued industry
growth in these markets provides large-scale employment opportunities and also opportunities to generate
increased production line performance. Cheap, perhaps untrained workers recruited on an ad-hoc project basis,
may not have the motivation or expertise for consistent performance. Increasing the theoretical and practical
understanding of best practices for variable unbalanced merging assembly lines can lead to enhanced productivity
and resource utilization and decreased waste.
Since most assembly lines experience some degree of imbalance in real-life, examining the potential benefits
and consequences of deliberately unbalancing a line should generate substantial managerial discussion.
The focus of this paper is on merging assembly lines having a single imbalance source, whereby the MTs
differ amongst workstations, whereas the BCs and CVs along the line are held equal. Additionally, systems of 5and 8-station lines with three degrees of MT imbalance (the difference in MT between adjacent stations) were
simulated.
The merging assembly line in this study is representative of a generic apparel manufacturing system, similar
in configuration to those discussed by Kuo et al. [36] and Li et al. [39]. As a result of a research paucity on
unbalanced, unpaced merging assembly lines, this article contributes to the literature via a systematic and
comprehensive study that hopefully attempts to close some of the gaps left by the particular methodologies of
previous research. The research objectives are:
(1) Test the impact of MT imbalance pattern on the performance of the merging line studied compared to that
of a merging balanced line counterpart.
(2) Find the configurations generating the best performance.
(3) Determine the relative effects of line length, BC, MT imbalance pattern, MT degree of imbalance on
performance.
To the most of our knowledge, there exist no previous studies that have explicitly addressed these issues by
the past.
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4. Methodology and experimental design
Given the methodological limitations of mathematical modelling in representing real-life, more complex tandem merging lines, typically reported with right-shifted service times, computer simulation was regarded as the
most useful tool for this research. ProModel Version 7.5 coded manufacturing simulation model was utilised to
study the unbalanced merging line performance.

4.1. Factorial design, performance indicators and statistical methods
A complete factorial design was employed. The independent variables used for the particular merging line
studied were:
–
–
–
–

Buffer capacity, BC.
Degree of imbalance, DI – the percentage difference in MT between successive stations.
Number of stations (line length), N .
MT imbalance pattern, MTP (for parallel lines 1 and 2).

A positively skewed Weibull distribution was used to simulate more realistic operation times, in line with
[57] contention that this probability distribution closely depicts real-life unpaced operation times.
Two performance indicators were used; line throughput (TR) and line average buffer level (ABL). The study
goal is to determine the specific configurations which augment TR and/or reduce ABL.
To analyse TR and ABL data, the following statistical methods were utilised:
– Multiple comparisons with control (the equivalent MT balanced line) using the Dunnett’s t-test.
– Multiple pairwise comparisons to compare the performance of MT patterns using Tukey’s HSD test.
– Generalized Linear Model (GLM) to determine the relative contributions of the independent variables to
the dependent variable performance.
SPSS V20 was used to carry out the above statistical analyses.

4.2. Simulation run parameters and model assumptions
Minimum autocorrelation values of −0.20 to +0.20 should be obtained to assure independent observations
(for more details, the reader may refer to [23, 37]). A trial simulation experiment has confirmed that acceptable
autocorrelation values of −0.163 to +0.153 were generated after a 20 000 min warm up period, indicating that
adjacent blocks were relatively independent. This initial run was increased to 30 000 min to ensure more valid
statistical data. Data gathered during the initial 30 000 min were thrown away and a 20 000 min production
run, divided into 50 sub-runs or blocks of 400 min each was then collected (i.e. mean TR’s and ABLs were
computed every 400 min), and the average (grand) mean of these 50 mean values was determined. In addition,
an identical random seed number was used in all simulation runs to generate the same sequence of events for
all configurations and highlight any contrasts amongst them.
The standard line type assumptions made are:
– The line produces only one type of product, with no defective items.
– The first station is never starved of work and the last station is never blocked.
– Time to move a work unit in and out of the buffers is tiny, hence ignored.
The operating conditions described above represent agreement with previous simulation studies [13, 48, 54].

4.3. Merging line features
For parallel lines 1 and 2, the line lengths (N s) experimented with were N = 5 and N = 8 (both odd and
even numbers). Additionally, the total buffer capacity was distributed evenly along the line and set at BC =
1, 2 and 4 units. Furthermore, each station’s CV was fixed at 0.274, corresponding to [57] determination that
this represents the average value found in actual manual unpaced production lines. The mean operation time
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Table 1. Basic merging line design features.

Performance
Indicator

Line
Length (N)

Average Buffer
Level (ABL)
Throughput (TR)

5-station line
8-station line

Buffer
Capacity
(BC)

1, 2, 4 units

% Degree of
Imbalance in
Operation
Times (DI)

MT Pattern
(Line 1)

2, 5, 12

(\)
(/)
(Λ)
(V)
(--)
(balanced)

MT
Pattern
(Parallel
Line 2)
(\)
(/)
(Λ)
(V)
(--)
(balanced)

(MT) base case was fixed at 10 min and the degree of MT imbalance (DI) was set at 2%, 5% and 12%, with 2%
indicating a slight imbalance level and 12% reflecting a relatively high imbalance degree. For example, in the
case of N = 5, DI = 5%, and a monotone increasing order (/), the MTs at the five stations would be: station
1 (9.025 min); station 2 (9.500); station 3(10.000); station 4(10.500); and station 5 (10.975 min). According to
Vonderembse and White [61], even well-balanced lines have idle times in the order of 2%. Hutchinson et al.
[28] indicated that a DI of 5% was considered acceptable. To gauge the impact of a relatively large DI on a
merging assembly line, an additional value of 12% was used. The MT values employed are similar to those used
by Blackstone Jr and Cox III [7].
For both parallel lines 1 and 2, five different MT imbalance patterns were considered:
–
–
–
–
–

A balanced line configuration (–).
A monotone decreasing order (\) – from slowest to fastest workers.
A monotone increasing order (/) – from fastest to slowest workers.
An inverted bowl arrangement (Λ) – positioning the slowest workers in the middle.
A bowl arrangement (V) – positioning the fastest workers in the middle.

Table 1 summarises the merging line features.
Overall, a total of 432 simulation runs were carried out as follows:
[2 N levels × 3 BC levels × 3 DI levels × 24 MT imbalance configurations = 432 cells + 6 balanced line (−−,
−−) = 438 runs].

5. Simulation results and data analysis
Tables 2–5 present the grand mean values of TR and ABL. Note that higher TR and lower ABL values
in comparison with their corresponding balanced control line (−−, −−) values, are lightly shaded, indicating
positive performance.
In addition, those values differing significantly from the balanced line data are noted with asterisks. Combined
better performance and significance are heavily shaded.
Objective 1: Test the impact of MT imbalance pattern on the performance of the merging line
studied compared to that of a merging balanced line counterpart.
To determine the influence of MT imbalance configurations on performance, multiple comparisons with control
utilizing the Dunnett’s t-test were done on TR and ABL data at all considered levels of N , BC and DI, comparing
them to corresponding balanced line values.
Tables 2 and 3 indicate that in terms of TR, a balanced line is generally superior, even though a few unbalanced
patterns (especially at DI = 2% and N = 5) insignificantly outperformed the balanced configuration. Also, it
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Table 2. TR results for a merged line with N = 5 parallel stations, BC = 1, 2 and 4 units,
DI% = 2, 5 and 12, and a balanced line, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

can be observed that the balanced line arrangement is insignificantly superior to that of the unbalanced patterns
at a low degree of MT imbalance (DI = 2%).
Tables 4 and 5 show that for ABL the descending MT order (n, n) consistently outperforms the balanced
line, with very highly significant improvements over the balanced line performance, especially for higher N , BC
and DI values. In addition, other patterns with a descending order in either parallel line 1 or 2 also achieved
predominantly better performance as compared to the balanced line. It was also observed that in most cases,
the ascending order (/, /) performs significantly worse than the control line with respect to ABL.
Objective 2: Find the configurations generating the best performance.
Multiple pairwise comparisons (Tukey’s HSD) were performed to compare and rank the MT imbalance
patterns across all used values of N , BC and DI to the equivalent balanced line counterpart. Table 6 summarizes
these results (p = 0.000).
From Table 6, it is clear that the best performing MT imbalance patterns differ between TR and ABL. For
TR, the best configuration is in general a balanced line (−−, −−). Moreover, the best MT imbalance patterns
are balanced line + bowl-shaped, balanced + inverted bowl, bowl + bowl, and inverted bowl + inverted bowl
MT. They perform as well as the balanced line in many cases, so whenever a balanced line configuration proves
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Table 3. TR results for a merged line with N = 8 parallel stations, BC = 1, 2 and 4 units,
DI% = 2, 5 and 12, and a balanced line, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

to be unattainable in practice, the best MT unbalanced patterns can be used as alternatives. In contrast, the
ascending + ascending MT pattern and any combinations with ascending or descending order, all perform
significantly worse than the balanced line.
For ABL, Tukey’s results show that the descending + descending (n, n) MT order, as well as any combinations
with a descending order outperform the performance of a balanced control. Additionally, in the majority of
cases the ascending + ascending (/, /) MT pattern, together with any ascending order combinations perform
significantly worse than the control.
Objective 3: Determine the relative effects of line length, BC, MT imbalance pattern, MT
degree of imbalance on performance.
The Generalized Linear Model (GLM) was used to determine the relative contributions of the independent
variables (N , BC, DI and MTP) on the dependent variables (TR and ABL). Table 7 exhibits the GLM results.
Only the highest significance levels (up to 0.037) results are shown, due to space limitations. The link below
shows the full data:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0o4nwjgg2xroy6i/AAArVioj1EVduySW-mDOgl6Sa?dl=0.
The full data are shown in the two following Excel files:
– FULL-FACTORIAL-?RGINGmMT.xIsx (uploaded on 6/29/2020).
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Table 4. ABL results for a merged line with N = 5 parallel stations, BC = 1, 2 and 4 units,
DI% = 2, 5 and 12, and a balanced line, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

– Merging MT- data.xIsx (uploaded on 6/29/2020).
As seen in Table 7, for both TR and ABL, all the main effects (i.e. N , BC, DI and MTP) and many of the
1st to 3rd degree interactions are very highly significant at the 0.000 level.
The most influential effect on TR turned out to be DI, followed respectively by BC and MTP.
Regarding ABL, the most significantly important factor affecting performance is BC, then MTP, followed by
the five different interactions combining MTP with other variables.

6. Summary of main results
Several general conclusions can be drawn from this study. When TR is considered, a balanced + balanced
line yields the best performance. This concurs with the findings of McNamara et al. [45] for single serial lines.
Despite that alignment, other previous literature results are dissimilar. For example, results here differ from
Baker et al.’s [5] findings on short three-station merging systems with two parallel feeders and an assembly
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Table 5. ABL results for a merged line with N = 8 parallel stations, BC = 1, 2 and 4 units,
DI% = 2, 5 and 12, and a balanced line, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

Table 6. Homogeneous subgroups for the performance ranking of different MT imbalance patterns.
Performance
Indicator
TR

Subgroup 1

Subgroup 2

Subgroup 3

(Best Patterns)

(Medium Patterns)

(Worst Patterns)

Best = balanced line

Balanced line + Bowl

Worst = ascending+ ascending

Balanced + inverted bowl

Combinations with ascending
or descending order

Bowl + Bowl
ABL

Best = descending +
descending
Combinations with
descending order

Inverted bowl + Inverted bowl
Balanced line

Worst = ascending +ascending

Combinations with bowl and
inverted bowl

Combinations with ascending
order
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Table 7. GLM results for TR and ABL: significant at ∗ p < 0.05,

∗∗

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

p < 0.001.

Performance

Throughput (TR)

Deviance

DI

13.735
Wald Chi- Significance
Source (Factor)
Square
Level
***
5,513.860 0.000
BC

181.390
Wald Chi- Significance
Square
Level
67,415.608*** 0.000

BC

5,010.766*** 0.000

MTP

5,074.650*** 0.000

MTP
DI*MTP
BC*DI
N
N*BC
N*DI
BC*MTP

816.920 ***
719.942***
274.366***
45.494***
17.994***
10.276***
40.186***

2,449.650*** 0.000
BC*MTP
972.227*** 0.000
DI*MTP
BC*DI*MTP 462.705*** 0.000
N*BC*DI*MTP187.741*** 0.000
137.775*** 0.000
N*BC*MTP
132.970*** 0.000
DI
119.167*** 0.000
N*DI*MTP
100.913*** 0.000
BC*DI
50.808***
0.000
N*MTP
***
32.796
0.000
N
***
19.891
0.000
N*BC

Source (Factor)

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.006
0.037

Average Buffer Level (ABL)

station, which found that an unbalanced line was optimal. It also conflicts with Bhatnagar and Chandra [6],
who stated that decreasing operation times can lead to great improvements in TR, as well as with Magazine
and Stecke [43], who indicated that when the feeder stations are faster than the merge station, best results are
likely achieved.
Although results indicated that the balanced + balanced line arrangement was superior in most cases, it also
showed that it did not significantly differ in TR from four reasonably good unbalanced MT patterns (balanced
line + bowl, balanced + inverted bowl, bowl + bowl, and inverted bowl + inverted bowl). This lends support
to the 3-station merging line results of Baker et al. [5], as well as to the longer 5- and 8-station merging lines
considered in our research.
Also observed was a bowl-shaped configuration (bowl + bowl) provided good MT pattern results. This
suggests that the bowl phenomenon [25, 55] remains valid for merging assembly lines. Specific to apparel manufacturing, this suggests that there are several alternatives to improve performance even when faced with the
line variability and complexity common to the industry.
For ABL, the best MT pattern was found to be a descending + descending MT order. This is in line with
the conclusion of Kadipasaoglu et al. [32] that for single serial lines, the constraint station should be positioned
at the beginning of the line to minimise WIP. It also complements Shaaban and McNamara [55] work on
a single reliable single line performance. In addition, it was observed that the descending patterns resulted
in substantial performance improvements over the control pattern, while most ascending patterns resulted in
substandard performance.
Study results also suggest that the best TR performance is most influenced first by degree of MT imbalance,
then buffer capacity (BC) and MTP, whereas best ABL performance is most influenced first by BC and then
MTP.
In addition, it can be seen from Tables 2 and 3 that TR goes down (deteriorates) as N , BC and DI are
increased. On the other hand, we can discern from Tables 4 and 5 that ABL will increase (deteriorate) as N
and BC increases.
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Moreover, for the best and good MT configurations in terms of ABL, consistent, mostly highly significant
improvements over the balanced line are obtained for all the N , BC, and DI values explored.
Furthermore, the highest % ABL improvement over an equivalent balanced merging line is 50.98% (very
highly significant), which was achieved for the pattern descending + descending at relatively high levels of N ,
BC and DI (N = 8, BC = 4 and DI = 12%), with an ABL of 1.105 in comparison with 2.254 for the balanced
merging line.

7. Discussion and further research
The main aim of this research was to gauge the impact of unbalancing mean operation times on a merging
production line’s efficiency.
This study indicates that some MT unbalanced configurations can achieve a statistically equivalent TR
performance to that of a balanced merging line. In addition, statistically highly significant ABL performance
is attainable in many MT unbalanced configurations (around 51% for the best case). Such saving levels could
justify the purposeful unbalancing of merging assembly lines, as a reduction in ABL entails no further capital
or resource expenditures, but only appropriately allocating workers to the same stations.
Despite the valuable enhancements suggested via this research, this study’s results are not a panacea. In
a high-demand, fully utilized labour industry (e.g. the IT, or certain consumer goods industries), throughput
may be prioritized. In the apparel industry, particularly in less developed economies with high demand and
poorly utilized workers, the best or other favorable MT unbalanced configurations (such as the balanced + bowl
pattern) might be prioritized and selected to achieve the largest possible throughput improvement.
In a just-in-time, lean-buffering industry (e.g. the electronics or automotive industries), ABL would be prioritized. In this situation, the best MT unbalanced pattern (descending + descending), or other advantageous
configurations (such as bowl + inverted bowl) would be the most suitable.
As with all research of this nature, these results have limited generalizability. Simulation methodology is a
valuable and useful analytical tool that can represent realistic situations more accurately than many mathematical models, yet it still includes assumptions that simplify processes and removes some practical applications.
Also, results here are based on performing simulation runs on only a limited number of unbalanced MT
configurations among an almost infinite number of alternative MT patterns. In addition, if the line is unbalanced
in the wrong manner, inferior performance could result despite the potential advantages of an unbalanced line.
Future research may study merging lines with two or three simultaneous sources of imbalance (e.g. joint MT
and CV imbalance), or unbalanced disassembly lines.
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